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ABSTRACT

Processing of reactivity measurements are discussed for cases when detectors are established
at different distances from place of perturbation and indications of reactivitymeters is
different. This effect is usually observed for digital reactivitymeters, using the conversion
kinetic equation. For finding of the correct indications reactivitymeters h is offered to
calculate the roots TU* of the appropriate inhour equations on the base of indications of each
detector. Such scheme calculating of reactivity is suggest: (1) For each detector we calculate
taic - solutions of inhour equation. (2) Average reactivity is find as integral from Tĵ pnm,) to
ro(pmax), where pmm and f w are minimum and maximum reactivity values of measured set of
reactivities. In report is suggested formula for processing of experimental reactivity
measurements. This formula is used for processing of measurements at rod scram at 125 cell,
Mohovce.

The space effects at reactivity measurement create the certain methodological difficulties.
This problem analyzes on example of experimental and computational results of work [1]. On
Fig. 1 are submitted the results of reactivity measurement, executed by four detectors that are
taking place at different distances from a place of perturbatioa The results of measurement
differ so strongly, that absolutely excludes a question on a role of statistical errors. We can
not prefer any curve, as the experimenter at replacement of the detectors was guided,
generally speaking, unknown to us by reasons.

Averaging of results - hardly probable good idea as reactivity p = 1 is expressed through
K.

eigenvalue of a conditionally critical problem, and averaging of eigenvalue the not so well
certain procedure. We suppose that the treatment of separate curves as occurrence local
reactivity" suffers by the same lack. There is an opinion that the distinction of curves is
caused by various conditions for work of detectors. For checking this hypothesis was
simulated scram of rod and work of reactivitymeters. We used the non-stationary two-group
three-dimensional diffusion code RTIME for RBMK calculation.
As a signal of the detector was used solution of the diffusion equation in points located at
various distances from perturbation. Reactivitymeter processed a signal by method of the
conversion kinetic equation

The computational results are given on Fig. 2.

As well as for experimental curves, we notice the various asymptotic reactivity values.
Therefore question on various conditions for work of detectors is necessary to leave as not
having the relations to this question.
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The simple physical model excludes any conversations about local reactivity. To understand
an essence of a question we shall return to results on Fig. 1. The given values of reactivity
were substituted in the point kinetic equations for restoration of the indications of

detectors n(t). Then logarithmic derivatives oc= were constructed All curves have
n(t) dt

identical asymptotics. It means that at enough large times after perturbation space and time
variables are divided and the solution has the form:

= f(x)exp<at)

a =-0.025924 sec"1 (1)

The substitution of this solution in the transport equation clearly shows, that the function f(x)
is not the solution of a conditionally critical problem. This circumstance is the key moment in
understanding of a situation as the indications of digital reactivitymeters would have identical
asymptotic only in the event that the solution would have the form:

<D(x,t) = f(t)F(x), (2)

where f(t) - solution of the point kinetic equation and F(x) - solution of a conditionally critical
problem. This is so-called quasistatical approximation and it gives good results by
consideration of situation with a feedback. We can try solution of transport equation as a set
by any complete system of eigenfunctions. This solution will be exact if we keep infinite
quantity for the members of a set. However, at finite number of the members of a set are
causes difficulties in understanding results of reactivity measurement. Situation should be
corrected, without changing a method of reactivity measurement.

On Fig. 2 we shall draw a vertical line for t = const In this case we shall receive some values
reactivity p\>.~, PN- TO each reactivity value corresponds root of the inhour equations for one
of his branches: ©i(pi),..., ©N(PN). From all set of values {DN} we take modulo pmax and pmh,
and find values ©(pro*) and e>(p,«), We consider expression

as function depending on values of parameters for one of branches 6). If we had an
indefinitely plenty of detectors located in various points of reactor, that for a total signal we
have get correct reactivity value. In view of absence of such opportunity, we integrated
expression (3) on one of branches from ©(p min) to o(pIMX)and divided into a difference of
frequencies.Somewhat this procedure is equivalent to the mentioned above summation of a
signal from plenty of detectors. The result of integration is

R = i
P 2P

+ [©(Pn1m)-o(<pm«)r1Z ^-^{ln[o)(pm«) + ^]-ln[®(pnib) + ^]} (4)

Repeating this procedure for each moment of time, we shall get a curve represented on Fig. 3.

Under relative reactivity we understand ——— %. Here p« - is reactivity, calculated at the
A,

solution of a conditionally critical problem. If to apply this procedure to experimental results
on Fig. 1, we shall get value reactivity p = - 0.0821.
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As it is visible from the diagram the asymptotic value is reached for 13 seconds. The
reactivity value, received from the solution of a conditionally critical problem, is p = -0.0764.

Consequently the considered method of processing is quite effective and can be very simply
realized by computer in real-time mode.
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Fig. 1. Scram and stuck rod at 125 cell (Mochovce)

Fig. 2. Computational reactivity
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Fig. 3 Calculatinal reactivity values after processing
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Fig. 4 Experimental reactivity values after processing
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